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NARRATIVE
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On 06-20-2022 at Approximately 2125 hours, | Officer Christopher E. Robert #9606 was standing
next to my squad car in front of the Police Department sally port talkingwith{EEEEG—_—_——SS—
WEN...2pproximately 2125 Hours while still speaking withENSSE | observed a white
male, later idsniified as Mr. Robert W. Shelton riding a black Harley Davidson motorcycle pull up in front of
the police sal y port whereSSS——tand myself were speaking. Mr. Shelton began to express his
concen to m= about a vehicle being parked in the police department sally port. He then accelerated in an
aggressive manor west bound on Prairie Ave. and turned right on linois street. | observed Mr. Shelton
disregard the stop sign at Prairie Ave and llinois Street. | then entered my squad car and began to follow
this motorcycie. While traveling north bound on llinois street | observed Mr. Shelton disregard a second
stop sign at linais Street and IL Rt-173 and tuned left heading west on IL-Rt 173. | then observed Mr.
Shelton disregard a third stop sign while tuming right (North on Rt-47). At this point| believed that Mr.
Shelton was driving in 2 manner that had no regard to the safety of the public. Mr. Shelton then turned west
bound on Bigelow Ave. | activated my emergency lights and conducted a traffic stop on Bigelow Ave west of
RU-47. It should be noted that pedestrians were present at the time of the stop. | requested a backup officer
from Richmond Police Department at approximately 2127 and waited to make contact with the driver until
Richmond Officer Davies arrived on scene at approximately 2135 Hours.

Officer Davies and | approached the motorcycle and made contact with the motorcycle rider. |
advised the rder of the reasons for my stop and asked for his Drivers license, Insurance and asked if he
was a concealed carry holder. The rider dismounted from his motorcycle and appeared to have an unsteady
gate while welking 10 the back of his motorcycle where he keeps the proof of insurance that | requested.
The Rider identified himself with his Illinois Drivers eens ARM Mr. Robert W. Shelton
DOBSHEERanc provided me with a copy of his llinois vehicle registration and disclosed to me that he
is not a concealed carry holder and does not have any weapons on him at this time. | then reiterated that|
would need to see a copy of valid insurance. After numerous attempts Mir. Shelton was able to provide me
with proof of valid insurance. I, again explained the reason for my stop to Mr. Shelton, that being the
disregarding 5f 3 stop signs. Mr. Shelton states “I apologize". | asked if there were any mechanical
problems with the motorcycle that could have contributed to him being unable to stop the motorcycle. Mr.
Shelton advised me that there were no mechanical problems with the motorcycle. While speaking with Mr.
Shelton | couid smell a strong odor of an alcoholic beverage on his breath and noticed him to have red,
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watery, and gassy eyes. | asked Mr. Shelton if he has had anything to drink today to which he advised he
nas had “a couple beers”.| then performed a license check with McHenry County Dispatch which returned
lear and vali to Mr. Robert W. Shelton. | then returned to my squadcar to performa license plate and
rivers licens check of Mr. Shelton. | retumed to Mr. Shelton and asked him again how many drinks he has
nad today to which he stated “a few” | asked him how many is a few to which he now replied, “3 or 4". |
advised Mr. Shelton that | am concerned that he is not safe to be riding his motorcycle. | advised Mr.
Shelton that | would like to perform field sobriety testing to make sure that he is safe to ride his motorcycle.
WI. Shelton agreed to perform these tests.

Mr. Shslton proceeded to the side of his motorcycle where Ofc. Davies and | instructed him to go. At
the side of his. motorcycle, | began field sobriety testing with the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus(HGN) test. |
first began with my pre checks looking for equal pupil size, resting nystagmus, and equal tracking. Mr.
Shelton pass=d the pre checks and | began with the lack of smooth pursuit test. | conducted the lack of
smooth purstit test first starting with Mr. Shelton's left eye. | did a total of 2 passes per eye. | observed lack
of smooth pursuit in both eyes. | then proceeded to check for distinct and sustained nystagmus (jerking and
bouncing of the eye) at maximum deviation. | held the stimulus approximately 12-14 inches from Mr.
Shelton’s nose and began with his left eye starting from center. | moved the stimulus to the left side of Mr.
Shelion's hezd until | observed his left eye go as far as possible. | then held the stimulus in this position for
a minimum of 4 seconds, | repeated the process with Mr. Shelton’s right eye.| did a total of 2 passes per
eye. | observed distinct and sustained nystagmus at maximum deviation in both eyes.

1 then checkedfor onset of nystagmus prior to 45 degrees. | held the stimulus approximately 12-14
inches from Mr. Shelton's nose and slightly above eye level. | then proceeded to move the stimulus to the
right checking Mr. Shelton’s left eye first starting from center. My focal point was the edge of Mr. Shelton's
shoulder, anc | moved the stimulus at a speed that would take approximately 4 seconds to reach that focal
point. | obser red onset of nystagmus prior to 45 degrees in Mr. Shelton’s left eye. | then repeated the
procedure with Mr. Shelton's right eye. | again observed onset of nystagmus prior to 45 degrees. | did a
totalof 2 passes for each eye.

While administering the HGN test, | was now able to smella strong odor of an alcoholic beverage
coming from Vir. Shelton.

Total Clues=6

1 then oroceeded to the next test, the walk and turn. Mr. Shelton advised me prior to beginning the
test that he does have medical hardware on the SESE.WSSERRG™ ncSEER, Ir. Sheldon also advised
me that his right ankle hurts but did not say he could not take the test. Referencing from my ISP
Standarcizec Field Sobriety Notebook when needed, | instructed and demonstrated the starting position for
Mr. Shelton.
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Ithen advised him to maintain this position until | have completed the instructions. | asked if Mr.
Shelton understood my instructions to which he answered that he did understand. As | continued giving the
nstructions referencing my ISP SFSTs Notebook when needed, | observed as Mr. Shelton stepped out of
he starting position 2 times by placing his right foot to the side of his left foot and was swaying side to side
uring the ins:ructions. Mr. Shelton was able to get back into the starting position both times and | then
‘nished my instructions. | continued my instructions referencing my ISP SFSTs Notebook when needed
and myself ard Ofc. Davies both demonstrated the test for Mr. Shelton numerous times. | then advised Mr.
Shelton to keep his arms at his sides at all times, watch his feet at all times, and count his steps out loud. |
so advised him once he started walking, don't stop until he has completed the test. | asked Mir. Shelton if
ae understood my instructions. He stated he did.

1 observed as Mr. Shelton missed touching heal to toe by more than 1 half inch during outbound
steps1,2,3,4,,8 and 9. | also observed Mr. Shelton missed touching heal to toe by more than 1 half inch
during returning steps 3,4,5,6,7.8 and 9.

1 observed Mr. Shelton Step off the line during outbound steps 1,2 and 3 | also observed him step off
the line during returning steps 7,8 and 9.

1 observed Mr. Shelton use his arms to help him balance by liting his arms more than 6 inch’s during
outward steps 1,2 and 3 and returning steps 7,8 and 9.

Total Clues=4

1 then >roceeded to the final test, the one leg stand. At this time, referencing from my ISP SFSTs
Notebook whan needed, | instructed and demonstrated the test for Mr. Shelton and asked if he understood
my instructions. Referencing from my ISP Standardized Field Sobriety Notebook when needed, Officer
Davies and | nstructed and demonstrated the starting position for Mr. Shelton. | then advised him to
maintain this position until | have completed the instructions. | asked Mr. Shelton if he understood my
instructions to which he answered Yes. As | continued giving the instructions referencing my ISP SFSTs
Notebook whan needed, | observed as Mr. Shelton was swaying side to side during the instructions but was
able to maintain foot placement during the instructions. | continued my instructions referencing my ISP
SFSTS Notek:ook when needed and myself and Ofc. Davies both demonstrated the test for Mr. Shelton
numerous times. | then advised Mr. Shelton to keep his arms at his sides at all times, raise either oot 6
inches off the ground, keeping the foot parallel to the ground, watch his raised foot at all times, and count
out loud inth following manner one thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three and so on until |
tell him to stop. | asked Mr. Shelton if he understood my instructions. He stated he did.
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Mir. Shlton chose to stand on his right leg and raise his left leg during the test.

Mr. Shalton was swaying side to side during the test at counts one thousand four through one
housand fourteen.

Mir. Shalton used his arms to balance by holding his arm more than 6 inches from his sides
hroughout ths entirety of this test.

Mr. Shalton began hopping at count one thousand fourteen (26 Seconds ater the teststarttime)

Mir. Shalton Placed his left foot onto the ground while performing the test at count one thousand
fourteen (28 Seconds after the test start time)

Total Clues=«

1 then Asked Mr. Shelton if he would be willing to submit to a PBT (Preliminary Breath Test). To
which Mr. Shelton replied OK. Ofc. Davies instructed Mr. Shelton how to provide a breath sample with the
PBT. A reading of .09 was obtained from Mr. Shelton’s breath sample.

Atthis time, | advised Mr. Shelton that|was placing him under arrest for driving under the influence
of alcohol and reckless driving. | placed Mr. Shelton in handcuffs, checking the handcuffs for proper fit and
double locked the handcuffs. | then performed a search of Mr. Shelton with no contraband or weapons
found. | then olaced Mir. Shelton in the backseat of my unmarked squad carwhere he was also seat belted.
I then advised Mchenry County Dispatch that | would need the next non preference tow to our location. Rex
Towing arrived on scene and removed the vehicle. Mr. Shelton was then transported to the HBPD to begin
processing.

Once ack at the HBPD, Mr. Shelton was secured in the holding cell. Mr. Shelton was then moved to
the processirg room where Mr. Shelton's handcuffs were removed as Mr. Shelton stated they were
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seginning to fel tight. Ofc. Davies began a 20-minute observation time (See Officer Davies Report
Richmond Po ice Case # RM-22-002682) in the processing room while | read his Warning to Motorist at
2300hrs. Ofc. Davies then asked Mr. Shelton if he wanted to take the State Breath Test to which he stated
16 would like :0 speak with his attorney prior to providing a breath sample. While on the phone with who Mr.
Shelton verbally stated is his attorney, Mr. Shelton stated at approximately 2325 hours “Under the advice of
my attorney | ill not be giving a breath sample”. Ofc. Davies then asked an additional 2 times throughout
Jocumenting he refusal via the state certified breath alcohol machine if Mr. Shelton would lie to refuse to
which he replied both times that he refuses.

Iadvisd Mr. Shelton that | would need to obtain his signatures on citations, summary suspension
‘orm and I-Bond signatures on citations. After conversing with “His attorney” (See Supplemental report) Mr.
Shelton provided his signatures as bond and his signature was obtained on summary suspension forms.

Vir. Shelton wes photographed and fingerprinted

Mr. Shslton was advised of his court date 07-28-2022 8:30AM at the McHenry County Court House
‘oom #104 located at 2200 N. Seminary Ave. Woodstock, IL 60098 for the following charges and was
eleased on his own recognizance.

Citation Number 012002419

‘Disobeyed Stop Sign (Prairie Ave. & llinois Street) 6251LCS5/11-1204-8

Citation Number 012002421
“Disobeyed Stop Sign (lllinois Street & IL Rt-173) 625ILCS5/11-1204-8

Citation Number 012002422

“Disobeyed Stop Sign (IL Rt-173 & Rt-47) 625ILCS5/11-1204-8

Citation Num er 012002424
“Reckless Driving 6251LCS5/11-503-A1

Citation Number 012002423
“Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol 625ILCS5/11-501(A)2

It should be roted that during this traffic stop my body worn camera reached full memory capacity and was
unable to record after approximately 2148 Hours. See Richmond Car camera and audio for continued
recording.
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then Went 10-8 with nothing further to report.
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